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A change in store?
that 1 ssas out of shape.

"I worked out constantly," he said. "1 was liftingweights, running and exercising to stay in
shape."

After only three matches at the trials, Thacker
was eliminated from the competition -- not as a
result of defeats, but through a technicality.
"No one beat me. 1 got disqualified twice," said

Thacker, who, by virtue of the two disqualifica-
tions, was scratched from the finals.

"It would have been one thing if someone had
beaten me," he said. "But to lose because the
judges thought 1 was stalling is hard to take.
Anyone who has ever seen me wrestle knows that I
don't wrestle fast. 1 beat the first guy I wrestled
12-0, and five of the six guys there I had beaten at' least four times."

1 defeated the thea-uunibcf-tvvo-rankcd Russian,
Megadof Nlegadofgov, who is now the Soviet
Union's premier heavyweight wrestler,
i Since his appearance at the Olympic Trials,
Thacker has immersed himself in other projects,

. trying to put the experience behind him. Though heJ wishes he'd have gotten his chance to go for the
gold in Los Angeles, there are other challenges to be
met.

"It really hurt me at first, not getting to go to the
Olympics. Competing in the Olympics is something
I was really looking forward to doing," said the articulatecriminal justice major who attends North
Carolina State. i
The way things look now, Thacker may never

have an opportunity to compete in the Olympics.
Just recently, the International Olympic Committee
passed the "286 Rule" for heavyweight wrestlers
that will be enforced starting with the 1988 Games.
According to that rule, any wrestler who weighs
more than 286 pounds can not compete in the

* Olympics.
Thacker and several coaches feel the rule was

designed specifically to bar him from further competition.
"I think the rule was made to keep me out of the

Olympics in '88." said Thacker. "I've entfen rRS
and Sports Illustrated behind me, so there's still a
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chance that I'll be able to wrestle in the next Olympics."
Even it he doesn't have the opportunity to be an

Olympian, Thacker says, his NCAA crown will help
him advance his career.

"There are a lot of other things opening up to me
as a result of me playing in the movie (which is
scheduled to be released in December)," he said.
"I've gotten an agent and he's been getting some
offers for me to do commercials and movies."

Yet, Thacker said he has not decided to cast his
lotk with anybody or anything yet. Football season's
coming up.

"I've been talking to (Head Football) Coach
(Tom) Reed about the possibility of playing football,"said Thacker, a fifth-year senior who still has
one season of eligibility left for football. "It's been

fans of Slate have been writing expressing thatthtr
would like for me to be on the football team this
fall.
"I'm on a diet and have been working out," said

Thaeker, who has lost some 35 pounds within the
last two months. "I'm a lot quicker now, so I think
1 would be ready to play football."
With fall football practice approaching rapidly,

Thaeker knows he doesn't have long until he'll be
forced to make a decision. He's been weighing both
sides, he said, and the final decision will be his and
won't come through anyone else's prodding.

"1 want to do what is best for me at this time,"
he said.

"Kignt now there's a demand for me to do commercialsand movies. In that business you have to
hop on the opportunity when you're hot. I don't
want to pass up something and be sorry for it later.
That's why I want to be sure before I decide either
way."

Whether he chooses to play collegiate football
this fall or not, Thacker said he still might be back
on the gridiron. .

"There's a possibility that I will give pro football
a try," he said. "The desire to play football is still
there and I think I can do well in whatever I choose
to pursue. I think I have the ability to change over
and excel at other things."
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ols Ponder (Valdosta State, Morris Brown)
vision II are members of Division II.

Though it tried mightily, Tenutthere, former nessee State could not make it in
Athletic Direc- I-A and is now in I-AA. Now,

man is saying "I like a lot of other I-AA schools, it
may be forced back to Division

ago, when Ten- II.
mbed its nose at The reason is television,
vision I-AA and Because of the Supreme Court's
the big boys in decision recently that likely will
Whitman boldly prohibit small schools from apDivisionI-AA pearing on television, there is no

elegated to Divi- longer any reason for them to go
through the added expense of beingin Division I-AA. After all,

J1 this alphabet the lure of TV dollars was the onifusing,so lerus ly reason they moved up,
sig-time football anyway.
>tre Dame and
)rnia belong to Now, this column has learned,
chools such as at least three black colleges are
fackson State are pondering moves back to Divismallerschools sion II.
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